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ÀBSTRACT

This paper is an investigation into the manipulation of

fixed-point (integer) values which are too large to be

stored using 'the standard word length provided on a

computer. Important aspects of two program packages which

operate on multi-precise integers of arbitrary length are

examined. A study is macle of the algorithms used., and, of the

machine resource requirements of each program package. From

this stucly, conclusions are drawn regarding tfre merits and

limit,ations of each program package.



CHAPTER 1

fntroduction

The Cgncept of a MulF,i-precise Integer

Integer arithrnetic is used extensively in many problerns

especially in ,ru*U"r theory. Frequently the integers being

dealt with become very large and, manipulation of these

integers, even with ttre aid of a computer, is difficult.
Computers use a fixed word length for representing

integer values. They perform operations, with integers by

using machine instructions designed to'operate on words of.

tt¡is fixed length. Although this word length varies from

computer to computer, in every case the fixed word length

restricts the user rvho wishes to carry out computations

involving integers too large to be represented by a single
$¡ord.

This problem can som.etimes be overcome by using

floating-point values. Holever, even though numbers of
greater magnitude can be represented in this wayr there is
usually a loss of precision. Furthermore, the maximum

magnitude of floating-poínt values may be intolerably low.

To maintain maximum precision and to represent large

integer values, two steps must be undertaken. First, a

method of representing large integers by using more than one

word for each integer must be deveLoped. Integers of this
type are ca1led mult,i-precise integers. Secondly, a set of

tt'1:,lr':



algorithms for operating on integers must be decided upon

and a set of routines must be written which use these

algorithms to manÍpulate multi-precise integers. These

routines v¡iLl perform basÍc operations such as ad,dition,

rnultiplication, and inputr/output of multí-precise integers,
as rvell as performing other useful operations; such as

raising a multi-precise integer to a povrer or findíng its
square root.

The method of representing rmrlti-precise integers and

tt¡e routines written to manipulate' int,egers in this
representat,íon should require as little computer memory as

possible and should execute as quickly as possibJ.e. In
addition to this, the routines should be easy to use and

shourd be portable to other computer systems. certainly,
trade-offs will be necessary in attempting to satisfy these

conditions and they must be made as the resurt of a d,ecision

on the desired attributes of ttre routines.

Goals of This Study

This paper exarnines trvo program packages, each of which

irnplements algorithms for doing operations on integers of
arbitrary magnitude and sign. The first program package !¡as

developed at tJle University of California (Berkeley) by D.

H. Lehmer and P. tfeinberger. The name given to this set of
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routines is I4PARITH and tt¡is name $rill be used throughout

this paper to refer to this program package. The second set

of routines has been 'given the name MPACK. The basic

routines in this.package r^rere developed by C. R. Zarnke of

ttre Universíty of Manítoba to manipulate positíve integers

only. These basic routines $tere moclified by the author to

operate on integers of either sign. In ad.dition to this,
several routines were added to this package to have the same

routines available in MPÀCK rvhich are available in ¡ÍPARITII.

A more complete description of the content and

characteristics of these two packages is given in Chapter

II. À complete explanation of how these routínes are used

is given Ín Appendix A.

This study is designed to compare all aspects of the

trvo program packages mentioned above. This comparison will
inclt¡de an examination of the al.gorithms used, memory

requirements, time requirements, and any other features or

limitations of interest, Appropriate circumstances for the

use of each program package will be discussed.

Throughout this paper, a single asterisk is used to

denote nrultiplication. Thus (A*B) means A times B. Two

asterisks are used to denote exponentiation. Thus (A**B)

Íteans À raised to the power B.

3
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CHAPTER II

Description of program packages

A1l routines in each package are designed to be called
by programs written in the Fortran language. provided that
the Fortran linkage conventions are adhered to, the routines
courd be calred using other languages. However, since the

routines are designed for a Fortran calling program, Fortran
will be usecl when ttre calling program is being consid,ered.

MPARITTI

This package of programs is designed for multi-precise
integer arithmetic on any computing system having a Fortran
compiler.

Each murti-precíse integer x is represented by using a

Fortran array and an extra word called the length of x. rf
the array is denoted by N(I) ,l=1 (1)K, then:

abs (X) =N( 1 )+z**m*N (2)+2** (2*m) *tI (3)+ .. .2*{c ( (K-1 ) *rn) *N(K)

v¡hile the length of x, denoted by the Fortran variable LX,

has tt¡e varue I( or -K, according as x is positive or
negative. The length of x=0 is taken to be zeto. Each N(r)
satisfies:

0 <N(t, <2**m.

The number m and a base 2**m must be specified for each

cornputer system depending on the word length used by the
Fortran conrpíler on that system. The number m should be



chosen as the largest such that ttre square of every m-bit

integer is given exactly by the Fortran compiler. For ttre
CDC 6000 Fortran compitei, m is 24. For the IBM system

/360¡ rn is only 15. Furthermore, if one is to use Èhe

nuJ.ti-precise square root subroutinê m must be eveno In
that case m would be 14 for the rBM /360. The specification
of m and 2**m is accomplished in the main program by

inserting the Fortran statementsc

COMI'ÍON IBASETNBITS TIROOT .

fþ[$S=!**¡¿

NBITS=m

IROSI=2 ** (m/2)

rt should, be noted that the least significant bits of a

multi-precise integer using this representation are

contained in N(1)r the least significant bit, is the

right-most bit in N(1). The most signifícant bits are in
N(K) i the most significant bit in the integer is the

left-most, bit in N(K). The average user of the MPARITH

routines rvould be unconcerned about, this arrangement of bits
but it is important in an examination of the argorithms

used.

The requirement that only m bits be used Ín each word

arrows the sum and product of any two words in this form to
be represented in a singre word. This requirement simplifies
tt¡e algorithms for the basic operations as wilr be seen in



Chapter III. The value 2**n rvhich is stored in IBASE is
greater by 1 than the maximum integer that can be

represented using n bits'and this will prove to be useful

when the algorithms are examined.

MPÀRITH consists of twenty routines, four of which are

subsidiary to the oÈhers and which would not generally be

called by a user prograrn. A complete description of how to
use tt¡e remaining sixteen routines appears in Appendix A.

Fourteen of the routínes are examined in this paper and the

operatÍons carried out by these routines'are as follows¡

i) addition - adds two multi-precise Íntegers.

ii) subtraction - subtracts one multi-precise integer
from another.

iii) multíplication multiplies two multi-precíse
integers.

ív) dívision - performs a division where the dividend.

a¡¡d divísor are mult,i-precise integers.

v) d,ivision - performs a division wíth a multi-precise
integer d,ividend and, a fullword integer clivisor.

vi) square root finds the square root of a

nulti-precise integer and the resulting remainder.

vii) transmit, routine - Rovês one integer into another.

viii) shífting routine - multiplies or divides an integer
by 2**K.

ix) input routine - reads a multi-precise integer from

6



data cards as a base 10 number and converts it to internal

form.

x) output routine (Printer)

integer as a basg 10 number.

- prints a multi-precise

xi) output routine (card punch) - punches a

nulti-precj,se integer onto cards.

xii) greatest corîmon divisor - finds the greaÈest common

divisor of any two multi-precise integers.

xiii) power routine given tt¡ree rmrlti-precise integers

B, E, and M, this routine finds tþe integer R congruent to

Bt*B (nod I't) .

. xiv) Jacobi symbol finds the value of the Jacobi symbol

t I I where N is a multi-precise integer and K is a futlword-K

integer.
In addit,ion to these routines, there is a linear

equation solving routine and, a sample mainline program which

tests integers for primality. These routines are described

in Appendix A.

MPACK

This ¡lackage of routines is designed specífically for

the IBM Systernr/360 series of computers. The System/360

Assembler language ís used throughoutr except for the

routines which perform input and output. The input and

7 i"l
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output routines are wrítten part,ly in the Fortran language

and partly ín Assernbler.

Each multi-precise integer x is represented in a

Fortran array phich can be denoted by l{(I) rI=1 (1)K. Any

integer X such that!
2**(32*K)-1 < ABS(X) < 2*{,(32r,(X+1))-1

w111 require (r+Z) words in the array N for its
represenÈation. A byte is the smallest add.ressible unit of

a 360 computer and 4 bytes make up a'full rvord. That is,
each element of a Fortran array requires four bytes of

nemory. For a multi-precise Ínteger, the absolute value of

N(1) is always four ti¡nes the number of words of N required

for tt¡e integer (exclusive of N ( 1) itself ) , If the

multi-precise integer being represented is positive,

Iocation N(1) is positive. That location is negative if the

integer being represented is negative. The remaining (K+1)

words of N contain the representation of X as follows:

[=t** (32*K) *N (2)+2** (K-1 ) *]¡ (3)*.. . . .+]l (X+Z¡

where each N(I) is a string of thirty-two binary bits to be

treated as an unsigned binary number. If more than (K+2)

words have been allotted for X in N, the remaining words

beyond word (X+Z¡ are unused,. Of course, they rnay be used

if ttre value of X is increased.

This representat,ion makes use of all thirty-two bit
positions in a word to represent binary digits. Although

':'



the leftmost biÈ in each word is normally the sign bit for

in thisfixed-point values, this is not the case

representation. The bits used aré right-justified in as

many words as necéssary starting at the second word of the

array. Thus, the least significant bit is the right-most

bÍt in word l¡(K+2).

MPACK consists of routines vrhich perforrn the fourteen

operations clescribed above for ¡{PÀRITH. In addition to

these routines, there is a comparison rgutine to test which

of two mu1t,i-precise integers is algåbraically greater.

There are also several subsidiary routines.
description of the use of these routines appears

A.

.A

in

complete

Appendix
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CHAPTER III

AlgoritÞns and Prograrnmirig Techniques

For the I4PARITH and the ¡4PACK routines, the sign of a

multi-precise integer is indicated in the value used to

record the length of the integer. This length is positive

if the integer is positivet it is negatíve if the integer is
negative. The algorithms employed by ¡ÍPÀRITII and I4PACK

routÍnes are actually algorithms for positive integers only.

If negative integers are used in an operätion, the routines

retain this informatíon but perform the operalion on the

absolute value of the integer. The sign of the result ís
determined and recorded as part of tlre length of the result.
Therefore, the algorithms described here are for operations

on posit,ive integers only.

Throughout the fo1lov¡ing discussion IBASE and NBITS are

ttre variables described in Chapter II.

Addition and Subtract,ion

In MPARITH, addition of tv¡o multi-precise integers is
performed by calling subroutine I4ADD. This routíne retains
the signs of the operands but also sets their lengths to be

positive. It calls the subsidiary routine INTADD if the two

integers originally had like signs or it calls the routÍne

INTSUB if the integers v¡ere of opposite sign. l{hen control

10



is returned, from either of these routínes to IvfADD the signs
are set to their correct values before control is returned

to the calling routine. Thus the operation of addition is
actuarly additíon or subtraction, depending upon whether the
operands are of like or of opposite sign. For a

subtraction, the user-called subtraction routine titsuB

changes the sign of the second operand and ca1ls MADD.

Additíon and subtraction are performed using base rBAsE.

The order in rvhich the word,s of an integer are stored allov¡s
addressing rvíth a simple subscript, wtrici is also a Do-loop
parameter.

rn ¡4PACK, addition and, subtraction routines are set up

in tt¡e sa¡ne way as for MpÀRrrII. The user-called, routines
are ¡4PADDA and ¡4PSUBÀ. Add,ition is performec!, using base

2**32. The logical add instruction and the logical subtract
ínstruction of the rBM 1360 computer are usecl extensivery in
these routínes.

MuLtipl-ication

The MPARTTH murtiplication routine I{ULT calls the
subsídiary routine rr,ruLT. Murtiplication is performed using
base rBAsE. Because of the way rBAsE is chosen, the product
of any two words in thís base can arways be represented in a

full word. This allovrs easy separation of the part of the
word which is less than rBAsE from ttre part of the word

11
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which is to be carried to the next higher

The I-IPACK multiplication routine

subsidiary routine l4Pl4UL.' tlultiplication
base 2**32.

order word.

I-'ÍPMULA calls the

is perforrned using

DivÍsion

Routines from both program packages perform division
using a divide and correct technique simirar to that
described by Knuth (1). t

The MPARTTII division routine perfoims division usíng

base TBASE. First of arl it, normarizes the divid.end and

divisor; that is, it performs multiplications by 2 until the

highest order bit in the highest order word is r. rt then

computes words of the quotient one at a time by performing

divisions of two words of the partial remainder (in the

first step this is the dividend) by a d,ivisor of base rBÀsE.

Not more than one correction is required to obtain the true
quotient rvord after each such division. The clivision routine
makes use of no other routines while performing a division.
other routines in the package are calred, to normarize the

operands before division, to unnormalize the operands after
division, and to check the cornputed quotient and reraainder,

and to make a final correction if necessary. The

requirement that each word of the operands be of base rBAsE

all,ows a dividend of base rBAsE**2 t,o be formed and to be

12



ofdivided by a divisor
integer division.

trase IBASE by performing a simple

The I,IPÀCK division routine uses double precision

floating poínt vglues as dividend and divisor. FÍrst of

all, a floating poínt value is formed from as many

significant digit,s of the divisor as possible. This divisor

is used throughout the division to approximate words of the

quotient, the digits of which are extracted from floating
point results. If necessary a correction is made at the end

of each step. Each word of the quotient is either correct

when formed or it, is too }arge by 1.

Sguare Roots

The square root routines use a method similar to that

used for the division routines. An approxímat,ion to one

word of the square root is computed at each step and this
approximation may be too large by 1. It is corrected if
necessary and the current remainder is cornputed before the

next step. is performed.

Input Conversion

On input a conversion routine Ís required to convert

tt¡e decimal digits of a multi-precise integer to the correct

internal representation.

In I,IPARITH the integer being read is initially set .to

13



zero. Each data card is read as a stríng of characters (e

format in Fortran). To deterniine the internal

representation of the intêger on the cardr êêch digit is

tested and the multiplication routine is called to multiply

the current value of the integer by 10. The addition

routine is ttren called to add the digit to the present value

of the integer. Thus, for an integer of j digit,s' j calls

Èo tt¡e multiplication routine and j calls to the add.itíon

routine are requÍred. .

In !.ÍPACK each data card is t"åa as a string of

characters. These characters are tested and the digits they

represent, are determined,. A work vector is formed in which

each element contains the integer value of eight successive

digits fro¡n a data card. The digits are right-justified in
these words. Consider a work vector Il and the multi-precise

integer 4371 926347 1089261 34.

vf (2) is given the value 437.

, vü(3) is given the value 19263471.

W(4) is given the value 8926134.

w(1) is given the value 12 to indicate that the

following 12 bytes of lrl contain an integer to be convertecl.

This work vector is passed to a conversion routine. This

routine forms the internal representation of the integer by

setting the integer equal to l¡l(2), multiplying it by 10**8,

adding !f(3), multiplying by 10**8, and then adding vl(4).

14
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This routine for conversion d.oes not use any other routines

in the package.

Output, Conversion

The output of multi-precise integers follows the format

described in Appendix À. The output routíne in each package

converts the multi-precise integer from internal

representation to a string of characters which are print,ecl

using A fornat. I

a divisor 10**j is determined where j isIn ¡,IPARITH,

the integer part of (ttglrs'l'0.30103) . The decirnal digits of

the multi-precise integer being converted are determined by

successive divisions of the integer by 10**j. The division

routine which uses a fullword divisor is caLled for each of

ttrese divisions. Each such division produces a remainder

Less than 10**j which therefore yields j cligits of the

result. These j digÍÈs are determined by perform5.ng i
divisions by 10; each such division produces a remainder

vrhich is a digit of the result. The character representation

of each digit produced Ís stored in a word of a work vector.

Divisions are continued untíL the multi-precise ínteger

being converted is zero. The original integer is not

destroyed since it is copiecl into a rvork vector before

conversion.

In MPACK the conversion of a multi-precise integer from

15



its internal representation to a string of decimaL digits is

essentially the opposite of the conversion which is

performed for input Uy læaCX. The integer to be convertetJ

is divided repeatedly by :10*{'8. Each division yíelds a

remainder rvhich is less than 10**8. Eight divisions of this

remainder by 10 prod,uce eight decimal digits which are

converted to characters ín preparation for printing. All

divisions-:performed by this routine are accomplished v¡ithout

the use of any other MPACK routines. e

Shifting

The shifting routines multiply and divide multi-precise

integers by pohrers of 2. The result may be stored in the

oríginal location or it may be stored, in the location

reserved for another integer. In each package if the shíft

routine is called and a zero shift is specified, the integer

to be shifted is copied into the location reserved for the

result.

The I.ÍPARITI{ shift routine is MLSHFT. If a left shift
of K posítions is specif ied (a multiplication by 2'F*K) r two

values are determined rvhich are used in shifting. The first
value is the number congruent to K (ñoduLo NBITS). IÈ

represent,s ttre number of positions by which all bits iri each

word of the integer must be shifted left. This shifting is
performed by doubling each word of the integer this number

16



of timesr eâch time recording the carry bit and adding it to
tt¡e next higher order word. Each resulting vrord is stored

in the vector specified for the result. A second varuer the

integer part of KrINBITS is the number of zç.yo words required

as low order worfls of the result. These words are stored

after ttre shifting has been performed.

If a right shift of K positions is specified (a

division by 2**K), the ¡nethod used is similar to the left
shift above. The number congruent to the absolute value of
K (modulo lrBrrs) is the number of positions by which all
bits in each rvord of tlre integer *rr"a o. shifted to the

right. Let J represent this varue. This shifting is
accomplished by shifting the contents of each word to the

left by (IJBITS-J) positions. This is done by doubling each

word (IIBITS-,J) times to form v¡ords of the result. Not all
çrords of ttre integer are shifted in this v¡ay because a

number of low order words of the original integer wilr not
be part of the shifted ínteger. This number is the absolute
value of K divided by NBrrs. These words are left
unchanged.

The I4PACK shifting routine is DosHFT. For a left
shift, the shift,ing of bits of each word is perforrnecl by the

shift, left d.ouble logical (SLDL) instruction. In this wêy,

tt¡e bit,s that are shifted out of one word remain in a

register and can be used as the 1ow order bits of the next

17



higher order word of the result. After ttris shifting has

been performed, the appropriaÈe number of low order words

are zeroed. If the ¡umber of words to be zeroed is less

than eight, the words of the result are zeroed by performing

a store fro¡n a register into a word of ttre resurt. rf this
number of words is eight, or greater, an lfi/c instruction is
used to zero eight words of the result at a time.

A ríght shift is sirnilar to the above. Bits which wiII
appear in the result are shífted by ttre shift right double

logical (SRDL) instruction. The correct'number of words are

dropped entirely from the integer and are left unchanged..

Greatest Common Divisor

The l{PARrrH greatest conmon divisor routíne uses a

modified version of Eucridrs algorithm. suppose that the

greatest coÍtmon divisor of two integers X and y is being

sought. Any integer that divid,es x and y will divide x-y,
X-zY, and, X-3Y. The number of divisions required by

Euclidrs argorithm is reduced by performing subtractions of
this type. rf any of these subtractions gives a negative

result,, it is restored to a positive value by adding the

Iast value subtracted and subtractions are then performed

with the operands interchanged. rf three subtractions are

performed of rvhich none produces a negative result the

numbers may be of .greatly differing magnitudes and a

18



division is performed.. The subtractions and clivisions are

repeated Ín ttris hray and divisions are not performed until
tt¡ree successive subtractions each yield a positive result.
This methocl is more efficient than the standard form of

Euclidrs afgorit;m whích uses d,ivisions only.

The I4PACK greatest common divÍsor routíne uses the

standard, form of Euclidf s algorithr:n.

-..:1-t. 
:

19
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CITAPTER IV

Memory Requirements of MPARITI{ and MPACK

The memory requirements of each program package can be

examined in two separate êategoríes; fírst the amount of

memory required - by the routines while they are executing'

and second the memory required by a Fortran calling program.

The latter will include the memory required for the

instructions which make up tt¡e calling progrtrm and the

menory required for the representation of each multi-precise

integer in internal form. .

Irlemory gequirements of the routines

First of aIl, consider a basic set of routines from

each program package. Suppose ttrat ttre only routines

incLuded in this basic set ares addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division (with multi-precise operands),

assignment routines, and the input and output routines. AII

routines rvrítten in Fortran v¡ere compiled on the /360

computer by the Fortran H compiler using the highest leve1

of optinization availabl-e. For the package I"IPARITH,

approximately 111500 bytes of memory are required for these

basic routinesi for the same routines from MPACKT

approximately 6t200 bytes are required. In addition, there

would be the required run-time routines, which are the same

for each program package.

If all routines which are common to both packages are

20



consídered, then tt¡e memory requirement, for the MpARITH

routínes is approximately 20r500 bytes¡ for the MPACK

routines, slight,ly less than 10 1000 bytes.

llemory requirements of the calling program

The amount of memory used by the Fortran statements of
a calling program does not differ significantly in the two

packages. For any particular operation or sequence of
operations, the same number of subroutine calls is required

in t'fPJtRrrll as in MPACK. The parameter lists are generarry

longer ín ì'IPARITII but thís does not cause a large difference
in the amount of memory space required.,There is, however, a

significant, difference in the amount of memory required to
store a mult,i-precise integer

For each package, every multi-precise integer is stored

in a one-dimensional Fortran array. In each case ¡ â,

fullword ís required to store the length of the

multi-precise integer. In addition, the MPARITH package

requires that at most m bits of each word of the Fortran

array be used where m is chosen such ttrat the square of
every m-bít, number can be represented ín a fuLlword (see

Chapter II). Thus, this set of routines uses approximately

.harf of each word of the array for storing the bits that
form tt¡e integer. To be precise, for an IBM System,/360

computerr the wo-rd. length is thirty-two bits but m can only
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be 15. Thus when these routines are used on a /360r with Ít

equal to 15, approximately 4.5 decimal digits may be stored

in each word of the array. If the square root routine is
used, m must be even. Thus, if m is equal to 14, this
figure is Aecreas"a to about 4.2 decimal digits per word.

Thus, to store a multi-precise integer of 200 decimal

digits, with m equal to 15, forty-five words of an array are

reguired ptus an additional fullword to contain this length.

Negative íntegers require exactly the sar¡e amounÈ of memory

as their absolute value, since they meràIy require that the

length word be made negative.

The MPACK routines use all 32 bits of each rvord. In

this wâyr approxirnately 9.6 decimal digits are stored in

each word of an array which is beíng used. for a

rnulti-precise integer. A multi-precise integer of 200

deci¡nal digits uses tvrenty-one words plus the additional

word, for the length. In this case the length will be 84, the

number of bytes required in ttre array. As in IÍPARITIIT the

J.ength r'¡ord is made negative for negative integers and aLl

such integers require the same amount of storage as their
absolute value.

. In suÍunary, one full word is required to store the

length of each multi-precise integer using either

representation. Ädclitional words are then required to store

ttre integer itself as described above. Any integer requires
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at least as many words to be stored using the MpARrrH

routines as it does using the t,fPi\cK routines. rt can be

seen from the above that to store an integer the MPARTTII

package requires.approxímately twice as much memory as MpAcK

requires.
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CTIAPTEP. V

Tinning of the Routines

lttethod t'sed

Ilxtensive timíngs of most of the routines in each

package were performed. This timing was carried out using an

IBI{ Systen /360 model 65 conrputer. The ¡nethod useC is

described in this chapter. The result.s of t.inings appear in

Appen<1ix C.

All fortran routines used v¡ere compílecl by the Itst':.

F'ortran II compiler, using ttre highest level of optimi:,:aticn

available.

!'or most routines, integers of 12, 25 , 50, 1 nn, 2n0,

400, and 800 digit,s t'¡ere used. For each of these lengths a

number of calls were made to the subroutine under

consideration. For example, to time the addj-tion routine.

lt¡¡o 12-digit. integers !.lere aclded many tines by the add-iticn

routine from the package I'{.PÂIìJTH and the elapse<1 tj-ne l'ras

recorded. The same two integers v¡ere then adclecl Ì.:y the

addition routine from the package I4PACK ancl the elapsed tine
gras recorded. These times trere printecl ancl the program then

repeated these steps for tvro integers of each of the otlrer

sizes, each time performing several adclitions anC recorciing

the CPU tine used.

The interval tirner, vrhich is a harclv¡are component was

used, to determine the time elapsecr during the subroutine
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calls. This was accomplished by using ttso subroutines from

the Fortran library. The first is $rnttr v¡hich is calted

using the staternent:

cÀLL $rRTt,! (T)

When called, it places the current value of the interr.¡aI

timer into the variable T. the second routine, $TPTI.{, is

called by the statement:

CALL $TPTI'{ (T)

It computes the difference betrveen the current value of the

interval tir¡rer ancl the value of T v¡Ìricir is passed to the

routine. This is the amount of central processing unit
(CPü) tine Èhat has been used for this job since the call to

$TRTM was made.

. The number of calls to each subroutirre is determineci by

the characteristics of the interval tir¡.er. The resolution

of the interval timer is .01'1 seconds. This means that any

readirrg taken from it can be in error by up to this amount.

That is, if a call ís mad.e to the routine $TPT¡"! exactJ-y.Cn5

seconds after the tiner has been upclated and if an oi)eration

lasting .01 seconds is perfornecr, then a reading taken frorr

the interval tirner by $TPTI,I at that tine vrj-I1 be the sarae as

the initial reading Èaken by $TFTtjl. This will inclicate that

no CPU Èime elapsed v¡hile the operation r¡ras being performed.

Of course, this can have the opposit.e ef fect and an

operation which takes less than .01i seconcls to perform may
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be given a time of .017 seconds. fn ad,cljtion to this source

of error, the::e is , anoilrer related. or¡e. Every Èilne a

program which is executing is interruptecr in orcler to give
the cPU to some oÈher program, a read.ing is taken from the
interval timer in order to ireep track of the tirne usecl by

the interruptecl job. Each such readíng can be in error by

up to .017 seconds. Also, a snalr amount of cpu tirne is
used by a job each tirne it relinquishes or regains control
of the cPU in this s¡ay. Therefore, in orcler to obta-i.n

t-imings v¡hich are as accurate as possible, the nu¡rber of
interrupts must be as lov¡ as possibre. To achieve this, the
progranns wl¡ích perforrned atl tiroings describect herè were run

wlien there \úere no other user programs executing. Even

using this method, there are still some interrupts from the
system. For exampre, it updates the consore display screen

every few seconds. These systen interrupts irrtrocìuce a

smalr additional source of error ancl can cause a tirníng to
differ by more than the .o17 secon<ls accountecl for above.

To determine the amount by rvhich a timing differed from

one run to the next, the addit.ion routine was usecl. The

addition routine frorn each package vras callecl 5rnnO tímes

for each of seven different lengths of integers. For each

size of integer, tr^¡o results are obtainec, one from the
MP.Þ.RITII aclditi-on routine and. one from the l{p¡'Cli additi-on

routine. Thus, for each run of this program, fourteen
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different timings are producecl, and for 5rLIOC calIs these

timings are between 1 and 13 seconcls. F,unning this program

five times produces 70 readings, five in each of the

fourteen classes.. In tv¡elve of these fourteen classes, aII
five tirnings in the class were within .C33 seconds of every

other t,iming in thaL class. This re¡rresents tv¡o updates of

the interval tirner. In the remaining tv¡o classes, there was

one t,iming in each set of five vririch differed from the

others by rnore Èhan this amount.. It , is reasonable to

assume, therefore, that most reaciings taken fro¡r the

interval timer under these conditions for a given operaLion

can be reproduced to within .033 seconcls. The actual

reading taken from the tinrer rnay be very slightly higher

than the true execut,.ion tirne because of tlie ti.nr.e usecl by a

program which is interrupted by the systern. liovrever, this
is probably the best value that can be deterrnined. Thus,

provicle<l Èhat each timing is of at least 3. 4 seco¡lcls

duration, the value given for it by $TF.TI1 and $TPTt.f can be

expected to be within 0.033 seconds of this best value.

This is within 1 per cent, a tolerable amount of error. As

the timings become longer, they appear to sLill be within

0.033 seconds 'of one anoÈher.

Almost all timings ínclucled here v¡ere of at least 3.4

seconds duration. The number of calls made tc a routine for

the purposes of tin:ing was chosen so that the elapsed CPU
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time for that nunber of calls v¡ould. be at least 3.4 seconds.

V-there possible , for a given operation and a given size af

integer, the same number of calls was made to a routine from

HPÀRIT}I as to the corresfionding routine from MPACä.

However, in sorne cases, this tr'oüIcl have necessitatecl, using a

prohibitive amount of time for a certain number of cal-Is

from one routine in order to ensure that a tine of 3.4

seconds was produced for the sane number of calls to the

other rouÈine. fn that case, a different nunber óf calls
was made to each routine

Tining of routines in this ilray !.ras perforrned for e\,'ery

operation for which it $¡as feasible. In the case of

operations which require only one operan'i, srrch as f inoing

the square root of an integer, one integer of each of the

lengths specif ied above was usecl. The CilU tir'.re requireci for

sorne operations is entirely dependent upon the length of the

integer operands. Llowever, for other operati-ons, the CPU

tirne nay vary drastically even for tr'¡o integers '.+hich har¡e

the sane number of decimal ctigits. For example, consicier

the difference in the arnount- of CPtj tirne required to find

the greatest cofirmon divisor of tv¡o integers each of 400

clecimal digit,s, using Euclicl I s algorì-thm. If the tr,.¡o

integers have greatest conunon dir¡j.sor equal to 1 , it r.:i11

take much longer than it will take to fin<l the greatest

common divisor of trvo 400 digit, integers, one of v¡hich j.s
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twice the other. Thus, for routines of this type' a

comparison of CPU Èime may be made betr'reen routines for a

particular set of data; horvever, no general forr¡u1a can be

established.

Analysis of Tir,tings

There are tvro ways clf looking at the t'iníngs ohtaj-ned.

Again, consider the additíon routines. 'Fírst of all, a

table can be constructed rvtiich girres the amount of tinre

required for the addition of tr.¡o rnulti-precise integers of

the given nu¡nber of digits. Such tables are useful because

it can be Seen at a glance how the routines compare v¡hen

performing the same operation on thê sa.ne data. Sucll a

table rnight look like the following Table 5.1.
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# of digit,s

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

Table 5.1.

integers.

# of additions I4PARITH

28000 6.856

2.t1000 6.739

20000 'l .421

1 6000 7.604

1 2000 8.736

8000 9.818

4000 9. 085

Tir¡e required for the adclition of

MP¡Cfi

3.7 44

3.594

3.944

4.410

5.175

6.n57

5.641

tvro positive
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.Tables sinrilar to this appear in Appendix B.

Tire seconC way of analyzing the results of tirning ís

more detailed and. is useful in attenrptì ng to estirnate the

amount of CPU tir¡e required to perform a certain operation.

Irlhere possible, formulae v¡hich produce this tir,re har¡e been

establishecl using tables of daÈa such as Table 5.1 above. À

description of how they were determinecl and of hov¡ to use

the¡n appears belov¡. The formulae appear in i\ppendj-x B.

By using a linear or auadratic . €euâtion, the tíme

required for operations can be approxinated guite closely if

this time depends only on the nurnber of mach-ine u'ords used

by each integer operand. For example, the adclition of tv¡o

integers requires a basic ar,rount of tir're for calling the

addition routine ancl nanípulating the signs of tire integer

operancis. Tiris time is indepenclent of the length of the

ínteger operands. The time required to acld these irrtegers

depencs on the nurnber of v.'ords in each integer. The forr¡ula

to compute Èhe tine required for the add.ition of tr¡¡o

multi-precise integers each of rv!-rich is represented using v,'

v¡ords is approxinateC by a linear equation of the form: -

T (v¡) --a*b*w

The formula for the rnultiplication of two integers each of

which is w vrords in length is approxi-nateC.Ì:y a quaci.ratic

eqr-ration of the forn:

T (r^t) =a*b*w*c*s¡**l
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In each of èhese equations, a, b, and c are constants r.¡hicli

are computed using a least squares approxi.rnaticn on data

from tables such as Table 5.1. Er/en though tiner readings

rÂrere taken for integers of seven d.if f erent lengths, only

five of these are used for the appro>:inaticn. These are the

timings for integers of lengths 12, 25, 100' 2^a¡ and 4rì0

digits. Since an integer represented- using llP¡FITI'I

generally requires more rvords for j-ts representation tl"ran

the same int,eger using tvlPACK, the nurnber of words (w)

occupieci by a given integer differs. For the integers of

12, 25, 100, 200, and 400 digits, vr is 3, 6' 23' 45, and 89

respectively for }{PARITH. For i{PÀCi{, w takes on values 2,

3, 1 1, 21, and. 42 respectively. This is exclusive of the

vrorcl used to store the length of the integer.

The formulae presented belovr and in Appendix B g.i.'re the

time requirecl, in seconds, for one call to a rouLine rvhich

performs an operation on integers requir5-ng a certai n nu¡nber

of words for their representati-on. Assu¡ne that this nunber

is representecl by vr1 for an integer using the I4PA-PITU

represenÈation, and that it is representeci. by rv2 for an

integer using the MPACK representation. Thus using the

f igures in Table 1 , the formula for the addition of t'¡o

positive integers of rv1 rvords using the ¡{P¡F-I?ii adcli-tion

routine is:

T (w1 ) =0.000212+A. 
00001 1*r,¡1
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The corresponding formula for the MPÀCK acicliticn routine is:

T (vt2) =0. oool o3+0. oooo16*w2 (z'.l/

Care must be exerciseci v¡l:en compar-ì.ng tÏrese equations.

It appears that for sufficiently large integers, the second

equation will yield a larger vaLue'than the first. Hor+ever,

this is not true.. Recall that only fifteen b-its are used in
each vrord of an I".IPARITH integer on an IBI'4/36n cornputer, anC

32 bit,s are used. for an I*îPACK integer. This means ttrat for

a given integer, the value of wi to be substituted into

equation 1 is approxirnately tl"¡r'ce as large as the value of

w2 to be usecl in the second equationí t" fact, for the

purposes of comparison, it is accurate to say that íf vr7 is

knorvn for a given integer, then a close appro:rin'.ation to w1

is given by

w3=3 2/15*vr2

For each pair of equations, a- Lhirci equati on can be pr:oduce<l

by subst.ituting this value of v¡l into equat,ion 1 . For the

pair of eguations above, this new eqLration is ¡

' T(w3)=0.000212+Q.0n0031r*v¡2 (3)

This should be interpreted to mean that if it is knor^,'n that

an integer requires w2 words to be representecl under IqP¡Cli,

the tir.re requirecl for the operation uncler consiCeration

usinE I,IPARITII is given approxinately by this equation. This

alIows a direct comparison between equations 2 and 3 b'y

s'im¡:ly examining the coeff icj.ents. !{6ç¡sr/êr¡ to contpute an

estinate of the ti¡ne required to perform an operatÍ-on for

specific inlegers usiing either package, it j.s best to fj-nC
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the exact value of v¡ for the pa-ckage and to subst,i tut.e this
into either of equations (1) or (2). For each routine whicit

was tinrecl, three equations sirnilar to those above are

presented. These- equat,ions appear in Appenclix B.

There is one ad.ditional source of error in the tinings
discussed here. fn er/ery timing taken, the amount of tine
used by the Fortran DC-Ioop and the arnount of tine used L'y

$TRTt'f ancl $TPT}'{ is included in the tírne recluirec'i by the

rouÈines themselves. It is difficult to establish this t-i-ne

exactly since a vacuous DO-loop is eliminate<l during

opt,imization by the !'ortran II conpiler. Iiowever, tlie ti.rne

required to execute such a loop one millj.on tirnes using

Fortran G is less than I seconds. This means thaÈ one pass

through the loop v¡ill require about .Onnn0B seconds. For

the Fortran H compiler, it is certaínly less than this.
Even though this time cannot be established exactly, j-ts

contribution to the overhead time requirecl for a call to a

routine is srnall and it can be ignore<l.

It will be notecl that operations require a different

amount of time depenclir"rg on the signs of the integcrs

involvecl. Þlhere this tine is significant forrnulae are

províded for each possible sign combination.

It can be seen from the formulae in Àpoenciix B tha't

t,here is no case for v¡hi ch an I{PARIïH routine is f aster tltan

the corresponding IvIPACK routj.ne. This is due to three
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factors:

i) MosÈ I{PACK routines are vrritten in the /360

Àssembler language and make use of the features proviCed by

that r,rachine. Tþ" ItfPÀRfTH routines are writt.en in Fortran.

ii) In general, more ¡nachine v¡ords are used for the

representation of an integer v¡hen using t{P,¡PfTIi t}ian when

using I{PACK. This means Èhat more v¡ords rnust be adCressed

each tirne an I'1PÀRITII routine is callecl

iii) fn some casesr ên algorithn . useC Lry an }IFÃCI.

routine is superior to the algorìtiu.. used l:y the

corresfionêing I1PARITH routine. Cne exanple of this is the

conversion routines used to convert integers fron decinal to

binary dígits and from binary to decinal digits for input

ano output. This is not to say that there are no MP¡RITII

routines v¡hich use algorÍthms or progrannning teclrniques

superior to those usecl for Ì'{P.ACK routines, but v¡here lvlF.'AP.ITIl

routines are superior it is not enough to comr:ensate for tlie

difference in execution tirire caused by i) and -ii).

::t::t;ì:t:tl1:l!:::jù?r:";i.":::Ë
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CIiAPTBR VI

Other Considerat.ions

Ease of Use

The subroutine calls to the MP¡CR routines are, in
general, easier to set up than the calls to correspondinçi

I{PARITH routines. This is because one argument in tl:e

parameter list is required for each nulti-precise integer in

a caII to an ¡{PACK routine, wl'iereas tr'¡o a::guments are

required to specify each multi-precise ii:teger in any caII

t,o a routine in I{PI\RITI'I. Because of this, parameter lists

are always shorter for a call to an IIPÀCK routine, even

though there are a fev¡ routines which reqtrire rìore r¿orl<

vectors in I{PACK t}ran in MPARITH. This does not nean that

¡IPACK requires more vrorkspace, since the output routine in

each package requires a r.¡ork vector which is d-i-mensioned to

have at least as nany v¡ords as there are d.j,gits j.n tkre

integer being printed, and this large worl: r¡ector can

satisfy the v¡ork vector requirements of all of-her routines.

The use of a separate worcl for length with }4PÀPITII is

not, without rnerit. In sonìe rorrtines it is adrr¿¡¡¿neous to

change the bit pat,tern in a multi-precise i.nteger r^¡it-.hout

changing its length and this is easier if the length is a

separate word. (A use of this can l¡e seen in routine

POIfER.) In addition to this, it allov¡s the user to test the
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length of a multi-precise integer

variabLe instead of the first v¡orci of

by t.esting a simple

an array.

Portability

The portability of any program package be'bween

different computer systems is an iniportant factor in an

analysis of its overall rnerits. The package MP.ÀÞITH is
writ,ten in Fortran and, with minor nocij.fications, can be

used on any computer system for v¡hich a fortran compiler is

available. In fact, the routines in MPIRIî}I were orÍEiinal11,

testec using a CDC computer anC., for tire purposes of this

study, they vrere adapted quite easily for use on arr IBif /360

computer. This is a very important feature of this pacl-,age,

since it, means that this multiple precision integer

arithraet,ic package can be used with most conputers.

IUP.ACK, on tÌ¡e other hand, is restricted to fBll Systern

/360' conputers which have the standarcl and floating-point

instruction sets.

Poss ible Improver'.ents

After extensive testing, botli progran packages appear

to be error-free in the sense thai, girzen proper ciata, the

routines do rvÌrat it is clained they will do. The input ancl
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output routines for eaclr package ano the Jacobi symbol

routines from ÞÎPÀRITH produce some error messages if t.Ìre

user has done sornething incorrect. Howet¡er , f.or other

routines, if a user supplies incorrect da.ta such as a lengti:

word which has been altered by mistake, or a negatirze lengtl:

where only a positive length should be used (such as in the

square root routine), the result is not easy to interpret.

In the case of an }4PI\RITH routine, execution is terminateci.

with a numbered STOP statenent or a, syster':, abencr coc'le ,

d,epencting on the error. The first alternatj-r'e is not

serigus since the user merely neecls to consult a listing of

the routines to determine v¡here the error occurred. I{íth

some thought, he can ther:. determine hor'¡ it rvas caused. If

an abend occurs, there is no imrnediate incLicaticn of exacthz

where tire error occurred and a core durap may be required to

, cletermine this. Once the instruction that caused the error

is located, the user rnust determine v¡hat he Fray har¡e clone

wrong to cause Èhe progra¡n to abend at this point. For tÌie

I(PÀCK routines, a system aLrend is the only ' result of a

'serious user error. Thus' error diagnostics for both

packages are minimal, but they are slightly better in

¡,lPARITfi than in MPACK. This is one poss.i-b1e in¡rrovement

that could be nrade to l¡oÈh sets of routines since there are

some cases where, with a litt}e extra effortr âr error could

be detecÈed and an error message prinLedr ot an error code
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set.

of course' in each of the al:ove cases, even though the
user may have done somethÍng hrrong, it may have been mÍnor
enough to alrov¡ the routines to execute but to proctuce

incorrect results. This cannot possibly be cletected by the
routines.

An Additional ApplicatÍo4 of Thêse Routines

rn acldition to being useful in number theory problems

where large integers are manipulated, the routines can also
be used to ret,ain high ¡:recision in the manípulation of
fJ-oatíng-point operands. This has been done in a simulation
of the machine ranguage for a cDC 6600 computer using the
rBI'r /360 conputer. Floating-point values retain a precision
of forty-eíght binary bits in the cDC 6600 computer rvhich
could be represented in a <loubre precision floating-point
word in the /360 computer. Ilowever, eacrr exponent is 11

bits'which cannot be represented easily in the same r,¡orcr.

Therefore, the multi-precise integer routines in lr.lpÀcK $rere

used to perform operations on the floating-point values.
The routines computed the significant d,igits of a resurt and

the exponent of the result was determined by the calring
routine.
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CHÀPTER VIT

Summary and Conclusions

The I',IP.ARITII package. of routines $ras r.¡r.itten so that i+-

could be used, on any computer syst'em which has â Fortran

compiler. On the other hancl, the I!P¡\CI( pack-age r.ra.s v¡ritten
specifi.cally for the IBI{ Syster, /360 series of conputcrs.

Because of this, the ì'fPAnfTH routines are more vri Cely

avail.al¡le an<1 this is an i.rnportant adr,'a.ntage. For most

routines, the algorithms enrployecl are quite sirailar in each

package. I-Iowever, because of the progr.*"'irrg lanc;uage usecl,

all l,!Pl\CK routines execute faster ancr use less computer

raernory than the corresponcling IlPi\RITIi routines.

In light of tire above, deciciing wl:ich package to use

und.er given conditions is an easy matter. If a user has

access to an IBlt Systern /360 computer, the I'íP¡CI( routines

should be used; otherwise, the ¡{PÃFITI{ rorrtines should be

used on the computer available.
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routines

routines

routine.

APPENDTX A

appendix contains a description of hov¡ Èo use the

in t,he program. packages MPI.RITII and MP,^CK. All
are clesigned to be called frorn a Fortran calling

oF Àt-.ti,ilTtB,{
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Instruct,ions for ttre Use of MPARITH Routines::'
of ttre twenty routínes in this package, four are

subsidiary to the others and are not callecl b]' the user.

They are denoted .by an asterisk in the lisÈ belov¡.
' 

.,.,t

MADD MLSHFT

MSUB MPIN

+INTADD MPOUT

*INTSUts }iPNCTi

MULT *MPOXYZ

*IMULT I4GCD

SDIV PO!fER

MDTV JÀ,COBI

MSQRT LES

MOVE PT

The use of these routines is as follows:

Addition Subroutine I'{ADD

CALL MADD (Le, Lg rLC rA, B, C)

This causes the sum of the multí-precise integers A a¡rd B of

lengths LÀ, LB, to be computed and stored in the array C and

the length of this sum to be stored in the word. LC. The

cleclare<l climension of C must exceed the larger of LA and LB.

Any 2 or 3 of the arguments A, B, or C may coincide.
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Subtraction Subroutine I.4SUB

cÀLL ¡îSUB (LA, LB, r,g rArB, C)

This call has the same effect, as:

CALL ¡{.A,DD (LA., -LB, LC rArB, C)

As in I.lADDr âDy 2 or 3 of the argumenÈs may coi.ncide.

Note: fn both Ì4J\DD ancl MSUB, decimal integers of length

may be substituted for A or B. Thus:

cÀLL [fÀDD ( 1, LB, LB, 389,B rB)

incrernents B by 389. Integers of this form must be no

greater than 2**¡n, where m is the number of bits v¡hich is
usecl in each v¡ord of a multi-precise inte.ge::. Furthernore,

if -389 is to be used in this t¡ay, the first argument in the

above call nnust be -1 and the fourth argument must be 389.

Itlultiplication Subroutine ì.1ULT

CALL IîULT (LA'LB rLC rArB, C)

This causes Èhe product of A and B to be computeC and storecl

in C. The declared d.imension of C must exceecl LÀ + LB. C

must be neither A nor B. Decimal integers of length 1 may

again be substituted for A or B.

There are tv¡o division routines. The sinrpler one,

SDIV, has a divisor of length 1. The other division

routine, I'tDfV, is general.
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Single Precision Division Subrout.ine SDI\¡

CALL SDIV (LN, l rLQrLRrNrDrQ, R)

This causes the multi-precise integer N to be dir¡ided by D,

which is an integer of no more than m bits. The quotient is
stored in Q and the rernaínder is stored in R. That is,
¡-p*Q+R, wþere R has the same sign as Q.

Multi-precise_ Dívision Subroutine IrlDfV

CALL IqDrV (LN, LD, LQ, LF., Ii, D, Q, RrVüS)

This divides N by D. The quotient i's a multi-preci.se

integer ancl it is stored in Q; the multi-precj.se rem.ainder

is stored in R. R is given the same sigrn as Q. The "ti.y
WS is a vrork area large enough to contain a copy of N. lf and

D are not altered by thís routine.

Square Root Subroutine t'fSQRT
' :. _. '

CÀI,L t-fSQRT (LNrLSrLP.rNrSrRrhTS) ,',",;¡,i,:.,'':: :

This finds S and R such that, ,,,,,,.
t 
.,ti.' .:

N=$**!4p. where 0sR<2*S+1

Transmitting Subroutine I.ÍOVE 
,,;,-,t

CALL HOVE (lU, l,trt, M, N)

This causes a copy of the rnulti-precise integer M to be
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placed in the array N.

Shiftinq Subroutine i{LS}IFT

cÀLL I{LS}IFT (K' LÀ' LB TATB)

This causes a shifted copy of A to be sent to B. The am'ount

of the shift is K and. the d.irection is left if K is positive

and right if K is negative. this is equivalent to

multiplying A bY 2**K

Card Decirnal Input Routine I]{PIN

CALL MPIII (LN'NrLl.fS 
'I'lS)

This causes a multi-precíse integer to be yrlaced in the

array N and its length to be placed in LN. This ínteger has

been punched in decimal form accorcling to the follorving

format. The integer may be punched on one or more cards.

Co1unn 1 of the first card is the sign colurnn and is either

+t -t or blank. The digits in columns 2-71 are read and

converted. If colunn 72 is not blank, columns 1-71 on tþe

next card are read. This continues until a card with a

btank in colu¡nn 72 is read. Except for the first column of

card 1, all blanks in colu¡nns 1-71 are ignored. Any other

non-numeric character in these columns causes an error

message to be printed. If a nunbe.r is punched by mistake in

column 1 of card 1 | the routine reports this and attenpts to
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read tt¡e next car<l. WS is
exceed Èhe maximum possÍble

an array whose length LIIS should

value of LN.

CALL MPOUT (LArArÌ{D ,VI rZ)

This prints the decimal equivarent of the multi-precise
integer A of length LA. seven worcls of 10 decirnal digits
each are printed on each line for as many lines as are

required. ND must exceed the number of decimar digits
expectecl in A. tlorkspace w must be <limensionea oe length Nr)

and Z must be at least of length LA.

Punched Card Decimal Output Routine MpNCII

cÀLL MP¡¡CH (LArArÌ.ID tÍ.t rZ')

This punches one or more cards with the decimal equivaÌent
of the multi-precis'e integer A in the format, described, un<ler

IìlPrN. ND, !f, and z have their previ.ous meanings under

MPOUT.

The following routines are useful
problems and they make use of the rouÈines

out, computations.

Greatesl 
"o**on 

Divisor Subroutine MGCD

cAr,L llGcD (LA rLB rLG rA rBrGrXrY, Z rI^r)
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This comput,es the great,est comnon divisor of À and B anti

stores it in the array G. The length of G is stored, in LG.

The workspace arrays XryrZrW have lengths exceeding the

larger of LA and LB. A and B may be positi're or negatirze.

Modular Subroutine POI'IER

C.AI,L pot{ER (LB, LE, L¡,t, LR, B, E, I.1, R, Q, N, !üS )

This computes the remaind^er on division l:y N of B raised to
the E-th porizer. This result is stored in R'and its length in
LR. The v¡orkspace ar rrys QrNrws must have lengths exceeding

the largest of LB, LE, L¡{. Note that B, E, and. }1 are

rnuJ.Èi-precise integers of any length. rf the exact value of
B**E 'is required, LH may be chosen sufficientry rarge so

that M exceecls B**8. This routíne clestroys E by shifting it
left. rf E is nèeded for Èhe future it must be saved by the

calling routine before POWEP. is called.

CALL JACOBI (LNrtI, K, J rI{S )

This subroutine calculates 'the value of the Jacobi
( fl l=tf or 0r N is a nulti-precise integer ancl K has

1. This routine destroys K.

symbol

Iength
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Linear Bquation Solver LES

CALL LES (LA.LBrLXrLYrLD rArBrXrYrDrXl rrfrrYl rQrP.rZ)

Ttris finds the greatest conmon clir¡isor D of the

multi-precise integers À and B and also a pair of

rnulti-precise integers X and Y for which:

AX-BY=D v¡here D is greater than (ì.

A and B may have eÍther sign. The last six parameters

represent workspace. They are arra]ts whose lengths shoulcl

exceed the larger of LA and LB.

Primalit]' Tester PT

This mainline routine was supplied with the package as

an illustration. It tests a sequence of multi-precise

positive integers PÍ for primality. The data deck structure

is as follov¡s:

The first card (or cards) contains the decircal dÍ-gits of the

f irsÈ M, next folIor.¡ cards for the odd prime factors of M-1 .

Then comes a blank card to signat the end of data for this

¡.î. The same data now follor.r for the succeeding Mrs, encling

with a second blank card to signal the end of all data-
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Instructions for the Use of IÍPASK Routines

The routines in this package are r¡eEY sinj-lar in

function to the routines described. aÌ:ove. Where there are

important differences in the way these routines operate,

they are pointed out below.

Àddition Routine

CALL MPADDÀ, (8, C rArVl)

The routine t'fP.¡LDDA connputes the sum of Èhe rnulti-precise

integers stored in arrays B and. C. This su¡n is then storecl

in the array A. I^I is a vrork vector and it must be at , least

large enough to contain the integer A. Any 2 or 3 of the

arguments A, B, C rnay coincide.

Subtraction P.outine

CALL I"{PSUBA (8, C,ArI'Ù)

The routine IUPSUBA subtracts the integer C fron the integer

. B. The result is storecl in A. W is workspace at least as

Iarge as A. Any 2 or 3 of A, Br or C may coinci.de.

Multiplicatíon Routine

CALL Ì'!P¡{ULA (8, C rA rI{)

When calIed as indicated, the routine l4Pt{LrLA computes the
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product of B and C and stores this resulÈ in A. ?t is a vrork

vector at least large enough to hold the Í.nteger stored in
C. Any 2 or 3 of A, B, or C may coincide.

Divísion P.outine (¡,lulti-precise Dir¡isor)
CALL ì{PDIVA (B,C,Ä, RrVI)

This call to the routine Ì,ÎPDIVÀ causes the multi-precise
integer B to be divided by the rnulti-¡:recise integer C. The

quotient is stored in A and the reroaind,er is storeC in R.

(i.e.$=f\*C*R). l'I is a work vector at least as large, as B.

If the dividend. is not to be retairre.l, B, F., and Ì,tr may

coincide.

, Division Routine (Fullrvord Divísor)

i CÀLL IlPDIVN(BrCrArRr!ü)

This call to the routine ¡4PDI\nl conputes the quotient

resulting frorn the dir¡ision of B by C. This gtlotient j.s

storecl in A. B is a rnulti-precise integer and C is a

fulLword integer of either sign. 9f is vrorllspaee at least,

large enough to contain B.

Card. Input Routine

CALL MPINA (Art'IrI,'r)
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This call to the routine l{PII\'lA causes a rnulti-precise

integer to be read from cards G/O unit 5) and to be stored

in the array ¡,. M is an integer value rthich represents the

maxirnum nurnber of words of v¡orkspace that v¡ilI ]re required.

This is greater by 1 than the nr¡rnber of clecimal ¿-; gíts in

the number divitled by 8. An error message is issuect if this

number is too snaIl. Each inteqer punched on data cards

nrust have the following form:

The first card has â *r -¡ or blank in colurnn 1. The digits

in columns 2-72 of this card are read and ponvertecl. If the

integer ís continued. on subsequent data 'card.s, colurnn 72

must be non-blank. The subsequent, data cards contain Cigits

in colrrmns 1-71 and column 72 is non-blank if the integer is

continuecr on the follot¡ing card. tsIank-s are ignored. Àn1"

other non-numeric characters cause an error ntessage to be

printed, followed by prograln terrninaÈion.

Line Printer Output Routine

CAI,L ¡{POUTA (À r}-l rWA rWB )

This call to the routine I4POUTA prj.nts the multi-precise

integer A on the line prinÈer (f/O unj.t 6). t{ is a ful-hr¡ord

integer variable representing the maxirnum nurnlie:: of digi.ts

contained in the integer. The workspace vector WÀ musÈ be

dímensioned at length l.'1 at least. WB is a second work

vector at least as large as A. Integers are printecl rvith 7 0
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digits per line for as many lines as are reguirecl.

Card Punch Output P.outine

CÀLL MPI{CI{A (À'MrWÀ r!'lB)

This routine is -sinilar to MPOUTA above except that the

integer is punched on cards. A sign and. 7n digits appear on

the first card; 71 digits appear on each subsecruent card, if
required. Continuation characters are punched as reguired.

Thus, cards produced by this routine are acceptable for
input to the routine l,lPINÀ. 

:

Assignment Routine

CALL MPASNB (arg)

This call causes the multi-precise integer stored in B to be

I copied into A.

, Assigpment Routine (Ful1v¡ord Opera,nd)

CALL MPASì,IÀ (À.rll)

This call causes the fullv¡ord integer M to be stored in A as

. a multi-precise integer. I{ rnay be of any magnitude and sign

provided by t}:,e /360 computer.
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Comparison Routine

J=t4PCOlfA (ArB)

MPCOI'IA is a function subprogram used to algebraically

compare trvo rnulti-precise integers. The variable J is

assigned one of - three possible values as a result of the

above statement.

J=-1 means that A < B

J=0 means that A = $

J=*1 means that A > B

Square Root Routine

ci\LL MPSQRT (À, B , RrVlÀ,I'lB )

When called as indicated., tlpSQP.T find.s the sguare root of A

ancl stores it in B. ït also f i.ncls the renain<Ier and. stores

it ín R (i.e. A=B**2+R). Work vectors WA and I¡IB must be at

least as large as the expected square root. The integer À

must be positive when passed to the rout,ine.

Shifting Routine

c/\LL DOSIIFT (K,ArB)

This call causes the multi-prec5-se integer to be shj-fted by

K positions and the result of this shift to be stored in B.

That is, B=2**K*4. K is a fullv¡ord integer and^ it may be

positive (resulting in À being multiplied by 2**T-') t or
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negative (resulting in a divisicn

Greatest Common Divisor

of a by 2**I.:) .

CALL IIPGCDA (ArB,C rilAr]lB rl.üC)

This routine fincls the greatest comnon divisor of A and

and stores Èhe result in C. Ì.IA and WB are rvork vectors

least large enough to contain the larger of A and B. A

ts may be of either sign.

Jacobi Synbol Routj-ne

CALL l"lPJAC (A, K rtirW)

This subroutine calculates tl:e value of the Jacobi synbol

1"1=( å )= t1 or 0. A is a multi-precise integer and K is a' K ' -'
fullword integer. h7 is at least as large as A.

Power Routine

CALL POTÂTA (A, B, C, R,tr.IA,T.iB,Ì/ÙC,I.iD )

This com.putes the rentaind.er on divisi on by C of A raj-sed to

the B-th povrer. A, B, and. C are muIt,i-precise integers.

This routine destroys B by shifting it left. I,fl\, FlB, FIQr

and WD are each at least large enough to hold. the largest of

A, B, and C. If A**B is required, C can be nade large

enough so that C is greater than A**8.

B

c¡, L

and
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Appendix B

.For¡nulae and Tables Shov¡ing Tirning of the Routines

Tables showing the results of timing of rnost MPÃRITH

and l.lPACX rout.ines appear in Èhis appendix. Inrhere feasible,

equations which give the CPU time required for an operation

are presenÈed. These equations are based on the number of

machine vrords used to represent each integer. The Èables

are self-explanatory. Ilquations appear ,in tl're follovring

form:

t{pARrrH T(w1 )=0.000212+0.00c011*vr1 (1)

¡ÎPACK T (w2)=0.0001r13+0.000016*w2 (21

ÀDJUSTED T(w3)=0.000212+0.000024*w2 (3)

Proper interpretation of these equations is irnportant. fÈ

is explained in detail on pages 32 and 33.
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Addition

The IIPARITH ad<lition rouÈine is I.ADD; the corresponding

I4PJ\CK routine is MPADDA.

# of digits # of calls ¡{PARITIì MPÂCK

12 28000 6.856 3.7 44

25 24000 6 .73g 3.594

50 20000 7.421 3-944

100 1 6000 '7 .604 4. 41 0

2oo 1 2000 8.736 5- 175

4oo Sooo 9.81e á-nsz

800 4000 9.085 5 - 641

Table 8.1 Tirire required for the addition of tv¡o positive

integers.

Equations

ÞrpARrrlt T (r'¡1 ) =0.000212+0.00001 1*w1 ( 1)

I'IPACK T(w2)=0.000103+0.000016*w2 (2)

ÀDJUSTED T(w3)=0.000212+0.000024*rv2 (3)
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Addition (continued)

# of digits #

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

of calls
28000

24 000

200 00

1 6000

1 2000

8000

4000

MP.A.RITH

7.954

7 .738

7.971

8.753

10.267

11.791

1 0. 533

MP¡CK

5.408

5. 009

5.225

5.475

6. 190

7.105

6.473

addition of tr.rro i-ntege::s,

second integer negative.
Table 8.2 Tine required for

the first integer posit.irre and

Equations
IllPARITH

}ÍPACK

ADJUSTED

T (r+'1 ) =0. 000237+0. 00001 4*w1

T (w2) =0. 0001 55+0. 000017*w2

T (w3) =C.000237+0. 000030*w2

the

the

The table of times and the equations for the adoit'ion

two integers, the first negative and the second positive'

almost exactly the same as the above.

of

is
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Addition (continued)

# of digits # of calls ¡.{PARITH }4P¡.CK

12 28000 7.155 4.044

25

50

100

200

400

800

24000 6.956 3.860

20000 7 .638 4.1 60

16000 7.754 4.576

1 2000 8. 869 5.27 5

8000 9.901 6.140

4000 g.11g Srïlr,

Table 8.3 Time required for the add.ition of tt'ro integers,

both negative.

Equations

I{PARITII T (r,¡1 ) =0. 00 0222+0. 000 01 1 xw1

MPÀCK T (w2) =0. 0001 1 4+0. 0rìC01 6*v¡2

ADJUSTED T (w3) =0. 000222+0.000 024*vt2
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Subtraction

The I.{PÀRITH subt,raction routine is ¡jtSUB; the

corresponcling Ì'4PACK routine is l,lPSI-lBA.

# of digits # of calls I{PAF.ITII }IPACK

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

28000 1 0.1 00 6 .223

24000 9.551 5.724

20000 9.501 5.824

1 6000 9.984 5. g40

12000 11.165 6.589

8000 12.397 7.355

4000 10.816 6.623

I Table 8.4 Time required for the subtraction of one

I 
positirre integer frorn another positive intec;er.

Eguations

MPARITII T (w1 ) =0. 00C31 3+0. 00001 4*w1

I1PAK T(v¡2)=0.000184+0.000017*w2

ADJUSTED T(w3)=0.000313+0.000030*w2

The table of times and the equations for the

subtraction of one negative integer from ancther negati're

integer are almost exactly the same as the al:ove.
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Subtraction (continued)

# of digits it of calls I4PARITII MPACK

12 28000 9.036 4 .576

25

50

100

200

400

800

24000 8.603 4.27 6

20000 8.986 .4.509

1 6000 9.886 4.859

12000 9.684 5.5^B ì

8000 10.450 6.29î

4000 9.402 5.,77 r+

Table 8.5 Time required for the subtraction of a negative

integer from a positive integer.

Equations
I"IPARITH T (r'¡1 ) =0. 00029 0+0. 00001 1 *w1

MPACK T (w2) =0.000132+0. 000016*r¿2

ADJUSTED T (r'¡3 ) =0. 000290+0. 000024{'w2
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Sqbtragt.ion (contínued)

# of digits # of calls ¡ÍPARITH I4PÄCK

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

28000 9.302 4.909

24000 8.81 9 4.593

20000 9.195 4.759

1 6000 8.986 5 .075

12000 9.784 5.691

8000 1 0. 500 6.390

4000 9. 452 S..Zgl

Table 8.6 Tine required for the subtraction of a posítir¡e

integer from a negative integer.

Equations

MPARITH T(w1)=0.000299+0.000011*v¡1

I{PACK T(v¡2)=0.000145+0.000016*w2

ADJUSTED T (w3 ) =0. 000299+0. 00002 4*w2
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Multiplicatíon

The l.fPÀRf TH nultiplication routine is l'rIlLT; the

corresponding tlPACK routine is I{PI¡,ULA. The tine required

does noÈ depend significantly on the sign of the operands

inúotved; therefore, tirnes ancl eguations are presented only

for positive operands.

' MPAF-ITH MPÀCK

# of digits # of calls tirne # of calls tirne

12 1 6384 1 3.1 62 1G240A 23.695

25 4096 8.986 25600 8.104

50 1024 6.839 6400 6.007

1 00 256 6.27 3 1 6 0n 4.293

200 64 . 5.79 1 4nn 3.444

400 16 5.541 100 3.395

800 4 5.441 25 3.295

Table 8.7 Time reguired for the multiplication of tr','o

posit,ive integers.

Eguations

¡tpARrlH T (w1 ) =0.0001 57+0. 0c0079*w1+0. 000043* (rv1 tx2)

MP;\,CK T(w2)=0.000156+0.0000094*w2*C.000019* (w2**2) 
::::,.,:::,,,:,.:,:

. Âo.lusruu T(w3)=0.000157+0.000170*rv2+0.00019* (w2**2) i' :':
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Division

The MPÀRITH division routine (using a rnulti-precise
integer dividend . and divisor) is ÞfDr\¡t the correspond.ing

MPACK rout,ine is l-ÍI,DI\rA.

Three tabres and. three sets of equaÈions are given for
these routines; horvever, all results presented are for
positive integer operands. The difference in tirne reguired
for operands of negative or of mixecl sign is not

significant. The number of digits refers to the nurnber of
digits in the divj.dend o .

MPARTTH }îP¡.CK

# of digits # of calls time # of calls time

25 1 024 4.809 1 024n 2 .729

50 512 4.193 512n 4.376

1 00 256 4.343 2560 4.36n

200 129 5.69 1 128n 4. 6n9

400 64 9.31 g 640 6.24n

Table B.B Time required for the d,ivision of an integer by

a divisor of one-fifth as many digits.

Eguations
l.lPARITi{ T(rv1 )=0.00529+0.00015*w1+0.00001S* (ç'l**2)

ttPACK T (w2) =0.00030+0. 00009*v¡2+0.000n03* (vr2**2)

ADJUSTED T (w3) =0.00529+0.00032+w2*A. nn0 C73* (w2**2)
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Division (continueci)

# of digits
25

50

100,

200

400

Ecluations

¡lPARTTTI

¡,ÎPÀCK

. J\DJUSIED

I.îPARÏTIT

of calls t,ime

1024 4.559

512 4.31 0

256 4.892

128 6.223

64 11.165

l'lPF.C¡Ì

of cal-Is tine

1 0240 5.408

512A 4.193

256n 4.1 43

1 280 4.909

640 7.322

tÎ

Table 8.9 Time required for the divisiori of an integer by

a divisor of one-half as many digits.

T (w1 ) =0.00600+0. 000C3*w1+0. n0002'l * (ç1 **!)

T (w2 ) =0. 000 49+0. 000055 tw2*0. 0C00fl $* (ç/** 2 )

T (v¡3 ) =0 . 0 O 6 O 0+O . 0 0 007 *v¡2*0 . 0 0.î n 9 5 * (vr2 * * ! )
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Division (continued)

MPARTTfi

# of calls time

MPÀCK

of calls tíne

10240 4.193

51 20 3.578

2560 3.n62

1280 3.31i5

640 Lt.992

# of digit,s

25

50

100

200

400

1 024

512

256

128

64

4.509

3.544

3.444

4.07'7

5.891

Table 8.10

a divisor of

Time required. for the dj.vision of an integer hy

four-fifths as many digits.

åquaÈions

MPÀRITII

MPACK

ADJUSTED

T (v¡1 ) =0 . 00 4 3 4+0. C 0022*v¡1 +0 . n 0 0 0 09 * (w1 ** 2)

T (w2) =0.00045+0.000032*rq2f 0. 0C0C034* (vr2**2)

T (w3 ) =0. 00 4 3 4+0 . 0 0 04 7 *v¡2+0. 0 rl 0 0 3 9 * (w2 * * I )
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Division (short)

The ¡,IPÀ.RITH division routine v¡hich uses a fulh'¡orcl

integer divisor is SDf\z; the corresponding MP¡CK routine is

MPDIVI{. The nurnber of digits refers to the nurnber of digits

in the dividend.

# of digits # of calls I"IP/\RITH ¡'!PÃCK

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

1 5000 3.644 3.41 1

15000 5.425 3.i11

1 5000 8.320 5.49 1

1 5000 1 5.475 7 .122

15000 28.404 11.215

5000 18.138 6.772

5000 35.1127 12.696

Table B. 1 1 Time required for the dir¡ision of a

rnulti-precise integer by a frrllword integer dir¡isor.

Equations

MPARTTH T (w1 ) =0.0001 25+0 - c00039*rv1

¡1PACK T(w2)=0.000164+0.000028*vt2

¡.DJUSTED T (rv3) =0.0001 25+0.000084*t'r2
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Sguare Root

The þIPI\RITH square root routine is MSQRT; the

corresponding I{P/\CK routine is I-{PSQRT.

# of digits + of calls FlPARfTri MP¡CK

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

6400 28.404 5.358

3200 20.950 7.338

160Cr 16.690 5.541

800 20.251 5.,458

400 21.599 6 .623

200 3.995 8.536

1 00 62.7 66 13.7 61

TaÌ:le 8.12 Time required to find the square root of an

integer.

Equations

;"T(w1)=0.00374B+o.000443*w1+0.00n01fi*(r¡¡.|**2)

I,IPACK T(vr2)=0.000048+0.000531 *v¡2+0. 0000'l!* (e7l**2)

ADJUSTED T(w3)=0.003748+9.000946*v¡2+0.000071* (ç2*x2)
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l"love Routine----ffi-T-4pÄRrrH

another is I{OVE;

routine which copies one integer into

the corresponding I{P¡.CK routine is MPÀSNB.

of digits
12

25

50

100

200

400

800

*, of calls
60000

600 00

60000

600 00

600 00

600 00

60000

Time required

I.!P/\RTTH

4.959

5.608

6.97 2

9.418

1 4.360

24.228

44.096

t,o set

¡4P¡.CK

3.794

4.î27

4.676

5.807

8.,C70

12.7 63

22.1 48

one integer equal toTable 8.1 3

another.

Equatioas

MPARÏTH

IìlPACK

ADJUSTED

T (v¡1 ) =0.000071+0.0000037*vr1

T (vt?) =0. 000056+0. 0000 037 *w2

T (w3 ) =0. 000071+0. 0000080*w2
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Shifting (Left)
' The MPAF.ITII shifting routine is l,lLSIiFT; the

corresponding I{PACK routine is DOSHFT. Shifts of

1r1.4r.... ,199 positions r.¡ere performed on each -i-nteger. The

number of calls indicates the total number of calls to the

shifting routine for a given size of integer (i.e. 24n0n

calls neans that the integer was shifted by 1 position 1 50C

tines, by 14 posiÈions 1500 times, etc.)

lå of digit,s # of calls ¡ÍPARITH I'{D-1CK

12 33600 11.415 6.323

25

50

100

200

400

800

28900 14.527 5.541'

24000 1 8.653 6.207

19200 27.489 6.273

14400 37.889 6.390

9600 48.273 7.987

4800 47.507 5.874

Tab1e I]. 14 Time required to multiply an integer by a oor..¡er

of 2 by shifting it to the left.

Equati-ons

I'ÍPARITH T (w1 ) =0.0001 77+0.000055*w1

. I4PACK T (r"¡2) =0.000143+0.000 o16*vt2

ADJUSTED î (v¡3 ) =0.00 0177+0. 010 116*ut2
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lhif tinçr (Ricrht)

Shifts are perfornned as described on the previous pag.e.

# of digits #, of calls MPÂRITH MPACK

12 33600 9.402 3.877

25 29900 12.497 3.528

50

100

200

24000 16.7'13 4.01t-l

19200 25.958 4.676

14400 36.6s8 S.ïZS

, 800 4800 46.875 5.5412

I Tab1e B.15 Time required to divide an integer by a power

i of 2 by shifting it to the right.

Equations

I,IPARITH T (w1 )=0.000111+0.000054*w1 ..,,
: :ì:ì'

MPACK T (w2) =0.000075+0.000015*v¡2 :,

ADJI]STED T (w3 ) =0.0001 1 1+0.000115*w2
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The LIPARITH input routine is MPIIÏ; the correspon<ling

MPÀCK routine is I'IPINA.

# of digits #. of calls MP¡\RITH MP¡CK

12

25

50

100

200

400

800

1 536 19.502 16.27 4

768 1 8.1 04 7.971

384 20.717 4.060

192 30.584 4.293

96 49.171 3.64 1

48 87.460 4.360

24 1 64 .054 5. 857

Table 8.16 Time reguired to input integers from cards and

to convert these integers to internal forn.

Eguations

tlPARrrII T (w1 ) =0. 004 843+0.001929*w1+0. 0c02cg* (w1 **21

t'fPACK T(w2)=0.008353+0.0C0892*w2+0.n00025* (w2**))

ADJUSTED T(w3)=0.004843+0.004112*w2+0.0C0946* (w2*x2)
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output

The IÍPARI'IH line printer output routine is IIIPOUT; the

corresponding t'lPÀCK routine is I4POUTÀ. Tables and for¡nulae

for the punched card output routine are almost exactly the

same as the follovring.

# of digits # of calls FîPARITH ¡4P¡CK

12 1 536 5.325 4.992

25 769 5.059 4. 1 60

384 5.225 3..894

192 6.140 3.910

96 8.137 4.110

48 12.264 5.175

24 20.594 7.19g

50

100

200

400

800

Table 8.17 Time required for the conversion and output of

integers.

. itttt-tt::

Eguations 
,;,¡,:,¡,:

tfPARïTlI T(w1 )=g.00067E+0.000846*w1+0.Cn0n23* (w1**2) 
"'".','

I-ÍPACK T(rv2)=0.000477+0.001502*r.¡2*0.C00025* (w2**l)

ADJUSTED T (w3) =0. 000678+0. 001 805*w2+0. 0001 n3* (w2'**))
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Greatest Cornmon Divisor

The IIPARITH greatest conrmon divisor routine is tfGCD;

the corresponding l.lPACK routine is MPGCDA. The time

required to find the greatest conmon divisor of tv¡o integers

ís dependent, on the value of the integers, not on their

lengths. Ho$/ever, the following Èable shorvs the arnount of

CPU Èime required in the case vrhere tv¡o íntegers with
greatest common divisor equal to one are used.

# of digit,s # of calls MPARITH ßIPACI{

12

50

100

200

400

512 15.741 .3.511
128 31.050 6.09n

64 42.565 7.1 55

32 57 .541 9.834

8 50.868 7.122
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Other Routines

The CPU tinre required. by the routines POf'fEF. and JACOBI

from !,IPARITH, and by the corresponding routines POI'¡A and

l,lPJÀC fron IvlPÀCK is highly dependent on the data used. ,..,1.
t-'-_

Results of tirnings are not supplied here but tinings r'¡ere

carried out and in each case the I4PACK rout,ines '$/ere faster

The,same algorithms are used by the porver routine and by the , 
,

Jacobi routine in each package. In each case other routines 
:''

"ttt,'

in the package are callect. This is why the MPI,CK porøer and : :

Jacobi syrnbol routínes are faster than the corresponcling

I4PARITH routines.
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